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Clouds

Clouds slide back
their raggedy hatches

How human, we think
easing away from the dock

They look peaceful
yet their hearts are thunderous

Sometimes I wonder 
how long they can stay up 

what can we do with 
such cargo as ours.

In a Dry Gorge

We walk each day
in the shadow of the valley

so occupied in conversation
our gesturing hands 

entirely fail to grasp
the implication of our situation

The light that pours down behind these crags
this waterless gorge carved out by water

We block the light like sundial spikes
make time and tell

how dark the shadow that travels with us
the radiance it takes to cast it.
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The Landing

When the children phone in
to tick us from their To-Do list,
we say Uh-huh Mmm Love you too
and when we put the phone down
see we’ve stopped winding
the clocks on Sunday mornings.

Do they know we just don’t care?
Let light and dust fall as they will.

ur days have simplified
to getting up the stair.

Our world is one house
as when we were children.
All that matters is at hand.
We meet on the landing,
pause for breath and then
regard each other face to face again.

Registrar

She looked at the world
as though it had just died.
But not for good.

When we gave up on a heart
she would say     
Pass the paddles Charge Stand back.
A world twitched and came back to us.

Most of course would die again
within hours or days.
Yet a few would go on to live
long and profitable lives
striding corridors of light.

In theatre she made everyone else 
look like they were trying.
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When she dropped her gloves in the bin
tried to join in the hi-jinks
her white coat stayed buttoned.

er foot iggled on the oor.
She sat on the edge of her chair
yearning for emergency.

In an unguarded moment she once told me
Nothing else comes close
and as always spoke truer than she knew.
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